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Shavlik











Realize value in minutes, not months


Shavlik is dedicated to significantly reducing from months to minutes the time-to-value for IT professionals.

Proven, reliable on-premise and cloud-based Shavlik technologies enable customers to manage both physical and virtual machines, deploy software, discover assets, simplify configuration, and ensure endpoint security. By delivering to organizations of all sizes and types the sophisticated capabilities enjoyed by large enterprises, Shavlik is driving the democratization of IT.

In April 2013, LANDESK acquired VMware’s Protect product family of IT management solutions, which VMware acquired through its purchase of Shavlik Technologies in 2011. In January 2017, as a result of the purchase of LANDESK by Clearlake Capital and the establishment of the new company Ivanti, both the Shavlik and LANDESK product brands were woven into the Ivanti line of solutions.










Any patch, anywhere
Shavlik solutions provide everything your organization needs for an effective patch management strategy, encompassing Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (MEM), Mac OS, virtual infrastructure, and third-party application patching.







Patch for Endpoints


Learn more




Ivanti Patch for Configuration Manager


Learn more




Patch for Windows Servers


Learn more





Still your partner after the sale
We don’t trumpet our technology only to fall silent on support
Our technical representatives stand ready to help you keep your end users productive and deliver information that provides easy-to-find answers to common questions.

Log a support issue via self service, contact your local support team for personalized assistance, collaborate with experts, search knowledge base articles, and participate in discussion forums.
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Links to Helpful Information






Documentation


Learn more




Support


Learn more




Community


Learn more






Patch like you mean it


End the struggle to patch effectively


Request a Demo













